
 

AUTO GATES MANUFACTURERS DATA? 

 

‘We see that the manufactures data sheets say something you disagree with? Yes we 

are aware there are conflicts between statements or recommendations we may make and 

ones some of the equipment manufactures or web based suppliers can make. 

 

Why is that? Well the problem is two fold, 1st most equipment manufactures are Italian 

and a true technical translation can often be inaccurately made. The 2nd is far more 

fundamental and results in the historical market place the products where developed for. 

 

   
 

What do you mean? In Italy gate automation is common place and the general public are 

all too aware of the different systems, controls and functions of most products produced. 

They each have a day to day living experience with all types of systems and the way they 

work across all aspects of daily activities. Most buildings and properties have an 

automated gate or barrier and nearly every new building has provision for one within its 

design. 

 

User abuses and general demands on each installation are minimal compared to other 

countries around the world where the very same products are fitted. Where far less of the 

general public know how the system works or whether the gate is even automated! If it 

does not push open, what is wrong with it? Or how do I get in or out? 

 

      
 



Technical data produced and experienced in Italy is rarely the same as it is in other 

countries or even the UK. So what lasts in Italy may not last so long over here? 

 

 
 

Exaggeration can also be tempting when one manufacturer is competing with another and 

claims about gate sizes, weights and construction are often made that in reality and within 

the UK are hard to prove. Numbers of operations per hour and loads achievable can also 

vary quite dramatically from one producer to another. Each having a number of products 

within each type line, all with their own performance levels and expectations so that so 

called, best-value-for-money may be gained. 

 

All this said and done, some information is fair and correct and this is where experience 

from the supplier or installer is second to none! 

 

 
 

Every manufacturer has a product that leads its field and all have products that fall short 

of expectation. Real and accurate examples of existing systems that have a true track 

record are the best way to ascertain the better product from the claims of the data sheet 

released of another! 

 

Every day products succeed and products fail, the true value-for-money is not always the 

cheapest, in fact it rarely is! 
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